
Reducing an Airline’s Carbon Footprint



AVIATION’S CONTRIBUTIONS
● The world’s airlines carried almost 2.7 billion passengers 

and handled 48 million tonnes of cargo in 2011

● Aviation industry supports 56.6 million jobs worldwide 
and contributes 3.5% of global GDP

● If aviation were a country, it would rank 19th in size by 
GDP

● Around 80% of aviation CO2 is emitted from flights of 
over 1,500 kms, for which there is no practical alternative 
mode of transportation

 



Background on American Airlines
● We’re the 4th largest carrier in the world 

● Over 600 aircraft and over 1,850 daily flights
● By comparison, British Airways has 234 aircraft

● We operate throughout the US, Latin America, the Caribbean, 
Europe, and China.  

● Heathrow is our largest operation outside the US with flights to New 
York, Dallas/Ft Worth, Chicago, Los Angeles, Miami, Boston and 
Raleigh Durham

● AA provides employment, either directly or indirectly, to more 
than 2,275 UK workers

● We are a member of the oneworld alliance providing connections 
beyond AA’s destinations

 



Approved Transpacific Anti-trust Immunity

Approved Transatlantic Anti-trust Immunity

Our oneworld alliance partners

Approved Transpacific Anti-trust Immunity

 



Environmental Efforts
Action Plan

Emissions Water & Electricity Waste Minimization

ADDRESSING OUR FOOTPRINT



GHG Reduction Goals
● The airline industry contributes 2% of the world's manmade 

emissions of CO2 according to the United Nations 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. 

● As in industry, we are committed to doing our part to decrease this 
percentage even further. Our collective goals are to:

● Improve CO2 efficiency by an average of 1.5 % per year, 
measured on an intensity basis, through 2020 

● Achieve carbon neutral growth from 2020 onwards 
● Reduce aviation net carbon emissions by 50% by 2050, as 

compared to 2005 levels 
● A very aggressive goal
● Will need new technology, biofuel and more efficient aircraft 

to get there 

 



GHG Reduction Goals
● At American, we established a 20-year goal to reduce our GHG 

intensity ratio by 30% between 2005 and 2025.
● Our intensity ratio compares the amount of CO2e we emitted as 

measured by revenue ton miles (RTMs), which is the weight of 
passengers and cargo we were paid to transport. 

● Our intensity ratio decreased 6.6% between 2005 and 2011, 
slightly behind the pace needed to meet our 20-year GHG 
efficiency goal. 

 

 



FUEL CONSUMPTION

 

Performance over the past 10 years

CO2 emission savings of 6 
million tonnes due to efficiency



Our GHG Emissions Reduction Strategy
● Our most significant environmental impact is use of jet fuel.
● Significant decisions on aircraft acquisition, aircraft modifications 

and other investments are based largely on their impact to fuel use 
and associated GHG emissions.

● We’ve established a four part strategy to maximize fuel efficiency 
and minimize GHG emissions:

● Investment in new aircraft
● Continued attention to our Fuel Smart program 
● Promote the development of innovative technologies and 

solutions 
● Support investment in air traffic control

 



FUEL SAVING INITIATIVES

 

Delivery of new aircraft

Retire older aircraft



Fleet Renewal
● In July, we placed the largest aircraft order in aviation history 

● 460 narrow-body jets from Boeing and Airbus to be delivered 
beginning in 2013 through 2022. 

● These aircraft will enable us to establish AA’s fleet as the 
youngest and most fuel efficient among our competitors by 2017.

● Last year, we retired 21 MD-80s and introduced 15 next-generation 
Boeing 737-800s to our fleet. 

● The 737s offer a 35% improvement in fuel economy on a seat-
mile basis vs the MD-80s

● Also have new Boeing Sky Interior enhancements, such as LED 
ambient lighting effects and modern cabin styling.

● In Nov we’ll start receiving our 16 new 777-300ERs
● Offer improved efficiency and performance over the 777-200s 

and will extend American’s network options.

 



Unique and Transformational Aircraft 
Order Plan

Firm Orders Options
B737 Family 138 40
B737 Family MAX 100 60

B777 Family 16
B787 Family 42 58

Total Boeing 296 158

A320 Family 130 85
A320 Family NEO 130 280

Total Airbus 260 365

Grand Total 556 523
 



Youngest Fleet in Just 5 Years

Source: Ascend; based on currently available/published Fleet Plans 
 

~ 33%

 



Fuel Smart
● Fuel Smart is an important cornerstone of our fuel conservation 

efforts. 
● Engage our employees in every aspect of searching out fuel-saving 

opportunities and making them part of everyday routines.  For 
example:

● Only carrying as much fuel as needed – no topping up.  
● Today’s JFK flight had 16,322 gallons; DFW had 18,069

● Optimal flight plans
● Reducing arrival delays by holding aircraft at upline station as 

needed 
● Various weight reduction initiatives, such as lighter cargo bins, 

lighter catering trolleys, and removing various unused items on 
the aircraft

● iPads in the cockpit could eliminate all paper from the cockpit 
and save nearly 500,000 gallons of fuel annually

 



FUEL SAVING – BEST PRACTICES

 

Tow instead of taxiWash enginesReduce weight

Single engine taxiFixed ground electrical power



Fuel Smart
● Since 2005, we’ve invested more than $300 million in fuel-saving 

initiatives such as winglets, high speed aircraft tugs and ground 
power units, combined with our other efforts and it’s been a success

● Our goal is to increase our annualised fuel savings rate to 146.6 
million gallons in 2012

 



Fuel Smart
● Helps us address the serious challenge of rising jet fuel prices. 

● A 1 cent increase in the price of a gallon of fuel translates into an 
additional $25 million annual cost for American Airlines. 

● Jet fuel costs jumped from an average of $2.31 per gallon in 
2010 to $3.01 per gallon in 2011— raising our operating costs by 
approximately $2 billion. 

 

Year Gallons
Consumed
(in millions)

Total Cost
(in millions)

Average Cost
Per Gallon
(in dollars)

Percent of
AMR's

Operating
Expenses

2011 2,756 $8,304 $3.013 33.2

2010 2,764 $6,400 $2.316 29.3

2009 2,762 $5,553 $2.010 26.5



Increasing efficiency of trans-Atlantic 
flights
● Over 20 years ago, we pioneered the routine use of two-engine 

aircraft (767s) on trans-oceanic flights 
● Up to that point, almost all such flights were flown by three- and 

four-engine aircraft. 
● Our efforts to open up the Atlantic to two-engine aircraft heavily 

influenced Boeing and Airbus to build two-engine aircraft for 
international flights, resulting in a significant reduction in carbon 
emissions and greater fuel efficiency across the industry.

● About 3 years ago, we worked with the FAA, the DGAC and the 
CDG and MIA airport authorities to operate a 767 from Paris to MIA 
in a more green way, using several fuel conservation measures:

● single-engine taxi on departure and arrival
● continuous climb-out and descent
● optimized routing over water 

 



NEW TECHNOLOGY

 

Optimised Flight PlanningWinglet Retrofit

Reduce arrival 
delays



BOEING ECO-DEMONSTRATOR

 

Adaptive Trailing 
Edge

Regenerative
Fuel Cell

Variable Area Fan 
Nozzle

Trajectory 
Optimization

Active Vibration Canceling



Recycling Waste into Biofuel
AA has signed a letter of intent with Solena Fuels and is negotiating an 
agreement along with other major US carriers to purchase biofuel made 
from recycled waste.  
● Would be used on flights out of San Francisco Bay Area airports 

including Oakland, San Jose, and San Francisco. 
● Solena’s biomass-to-liquids plant will produce up to 16M gallons of 

jet fuel per year from 550,000 tonnes of recycled agricultural and 
urban waste.

● Although AA does not currently use biofuels in regularly scheduled 
flights (in part because of limited availability and high cost — about 
three times that of traditional fuel), we plan to pilot this project and 
continue monitoring technological advances in alternative fuels in 
coming years

 



Support Investment in Air Traffic Control
● Estimated 8% inefficiency in global air transport 

infrastructure
● Increases AA’s CO2 emissions by 2.1 million tonnes 

annually
● Investment by governments is needed

● NextGen in the US
● Move from a ground based system to a satellite 

based one
● When implemented, will allow more aircraft to fly 

more efficiently and on more direct routes
● Single European Sky 

 



Consolidated Decision Making (CDM)
● Operating at AMS, BRU, CDG, MUC and STR
● Currently in trial at LHR and goes live 8 May
● Links ground process with what’s going on in the air

At LHR
● Has reduced average taxi times at LHR by two minutes
● Can significantly reduce the time waiting to take off

CDM across Europe
● Carriers work with local tower and Euro Control’s CFMU
● Without proper communication,  slots can be lost altogether
● Sometime 25% of enroute capacity is lost

 



Other “Green” Initiatives

 



WASTE MANAGEMENT 

 

● Goal was to reduce 
waste by 326,800 
pounds – the weight 
of a 777 aircraft. 

● Beat it by almost 1 
million pounds! 



“GREEN” SUPPLY CHAIN

 

Recycled and certified paper used where 
possible

Support products that promote 
sustainability



SFO Admirals Club

We opened a new Admirals Club lounge in April 2011.
● Expect to be awarded Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design’s (LEED) Silver 

certification by the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC). 
● Rates the “greenness” of a building, recognising performance in key sustainability areas 

including:
● Water Use Reduction — Low-flow water fixtures reduce water use by 20%
● Air Quality Improvement — No use of chlorofluorocarbon (CFC)-based refrigerants
● Energy Reduction — Innovative design of electrical and mechanical systems help 

reduce environmental and economic impacts 
● Waste Reduction — Construction and demolition debris were redirected back into the 

manufacturing process, reducing disposal in landfills and incineration facilities by 75%
● Recycled Content — Recycled content building products were used in construction 

and materials throughout the Club
● Recyclables Collection — Recycling program to reduce waste generated by customers 

and employees
● Alternative Transportation — Travellers have convenient access to a pedestrian bridge 

to the AirTrain, which connects to Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART)

 



AA’s Green Automotive Team
● AA has its own Automotive team who maintain our fleet of 148 ground 

support equipment (tugs, tractors, high loaders, belt loaders, cars, etc) 
● All our equipment/vehicles are fully migrated to diesel or electric
● We utilise Ultra Low Sulphur diesel fuel
● All diesel units deploy exhaust after treatment for emissions abatement
● We are a member of the BAA Clean Vehicle Partnership, established to 

seek out and deploy new technologies and alternative fuels
● Surface water from our facility is passed through interceptor tanks and 

recycled back into the river system.
● All waste oils are recycled, generally for use in oil fired heating 

installations
● All automotive and tractor batteries are recycled
● All rags, wipes, oil contaminated mats, paper, cardboard and plastics are 

recycled.  
● All office paper is recycled

 



AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

 

Lead the Transportation industry in 
the 2011 Newsweek Greenest 
Companies ranking.  Increased our 
ranking from111th place in 2010 to 
49th place in 2011

Short-listed for PR News’ 
Environmental Stewardship Award 
and Best Corporate Responsibility 
Report

One of five international airlines 
awarded Brand Emissions Leaders 
for carbon reduction efforts



MORE INFORMATION ON AA.COM

 



 

Questions?


